
A DIFFERENT KIND OF HOLIDAYS 
There once was a town called Ontiñena, this town is located in Aragon. One day, in the town hall 
square, there were 5 teenagers. They were talking about what to do when suddenly, they heard a loud 
sound. They started running to where the sound was coming. When they arrived some minutes later, 
there was nothing, so they thought they had been fooled. They started searching for what could have 
made that sound, when suddenly one of them found a piece of a bumper from a Seat León. He took it 
immediately. In the distance, he discovered a tunnel. The friends decided to go in and see where it 
took them. When they arrived at the end, they saw a door. One of them, afraid, wanted to leave, while 
the others were trying to open the door. As soon as they opened the door a candle lit itself. They 
decided to start looking in the library. Once there, they started searching for any map from that 
spooky place. The time passed by very quickly for Jorge, which found it in some few minutes. As 
soon as he went to show it to his friends, a knight statue started moving in front of him. He started 
running to any place to find all the friends and tell them. By the time he found them, the knight was 
no longer chasing after him. “Help me!, there’s a knight chasing me” said Jorge, “I told you this isn’t 
a great idea, let’s return to Ontiñena” said Mario. As soon as they went to the exit, the knight 
appeared, so they started running. After some minutes, they entered the maze, where they all got lost.
Each one of the friends found a door that led to different rooms of the house. Jorge, went to the 
kitchen, María went to the living room, Mario went to the basement, Cristina returned to the library 
and Raúl went to the attic. Meanwhile, in Ontiñena, everyone started to ask where could the friends 
be. One hour later, the group reunited together and leaved that place. A few days later, they decided to
visit the house once again, but this time, it won’t be the same. On that day, they saw someone was 
putting the helmet of the armour, “Hey look, someone is putting the armour on” said Cristina, “I think
he is the butcher” answered Jorge, “He must be hiding something” said Raúl. Instead of exploring the 
place, they decided to return home and tell to the whole village. When they finished telling it to 
everyone, they realised nobody had trusted them. Few days later, they had prepared a trap. When the 
knight started running, the trap caught him. When everyone in Ontiñena went to see who that knight 
was, the friends took off the helmet from the knight. As soon as they took it off, everyone was 
amazed. After that, no one went to the butcher again.
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